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                                                                            A white car always tends to look neat and tidy, and any car can wear it well. Hadn't thought about the gaps showing though, very good point. Looking great Dave, thanks for the video.
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                                                                            I am just so in love with the fact that you let us see you in  underwear and how you try to put on the shapewear without hiding anything. My figure is quite similar to yours and I always feel so insecure about my little belly because I will never be one of those flat tummy girls, but seeing you makes me realise that it doesn't even look bad at all. It just looks normal. Really a big thanks for that ❤️❤️
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                                                                            I can't believe people still think this is a serious news network, the reactions are just way too funny...
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                                                                            Aulas. 👏👏👏 Minha esposa vai me matar quando ver esse comentário 😂😂😂
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                                                                            Of all the documentaries and various programmes  on Miss Smith that have been available to be viewed since her death ,  it has to be said that this one in particular is most certainly the best so far .  Extracts from her closest friends  on the real Anna make it more believable and realistic . A real tribute to  a real life goddess.
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                                                                            Damn is this what having confidence feels like? Where can i learn this power?
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                                                                            It seems her milk is more than sufficient to make ice cream for the whole town 😋
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                                                                            The music vibrates beautifully with this message. ❤️
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